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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK:
Dear Students
Basant Panchami marks the onset of spring season
and the air is filled with the sweet fragrance of
blossoming flowers. We should take pride in our
traditions and customs and foster a sense of unity
and harmony within ourselves. On this day, let us
renew our commitment to academic excellence and
personal growth. As the tenth and twelfth graders
are set to face the challenge of board exams,
remember that you are not alone. You have the
unwavering support of your teachers, family and
friends who believe in you and your potential.                    

Wishing you all the very best for your board exams.
May you excel beyond expectations and make your
alma mater proud!
Dr. A. K. Sinha

Another month, and another academic session
to close the curtain on. It has been nothing
short of exciting and action-packed these past
twelve months and we hope that you have all
come out of it victoriously and with flying
colours! In case the year did not pan out as
you had hoped, there is no need to fret! A new
leaf has been turned and a new canvas on
which to paint yourself a new story! Look
forward to the spring that is hidden within you,
that will burst forth in the midst of a cruel
winter! Wishing you all the very best and an
absolutely fantastic academic year ahead!

Ishaan
Ganguly

Saanjh
Kaushik

Vatts
Mehra

Teacher Moderators:
Shivani Desai
Anita Chadha



As another year passes by and our students of Pre-
Primary continue to climb the ladder, a new grade
awaits them. On this Orientation Day, we introduced
the parents to the adventurous road of
primary/Class I that lies ahead! 

Orientation!

It was a jolly and fabulous day for our Pre-Primary
students as they all bid farewell to their dear
teachers and caretakers and moved up to a new
way of life in Class I, all while performing in an
enthusiastic and lively ceremony celebrating the
past glorious three years of their lives in front of
their parents!

Graduation Day!

Pre - Primary 
Section

Basant Panchami, honouring the Hindu Goddess of
Wisdom, Sarasvati, was celebrated by our students
as they prayed for a brighter future filled with
knowledge and intellect. 

Basant Panchami
Celebration!



After years of nurturing and growth, our little ones
ventured out to a new journey filled with new
experiences and open horizons. On this Graduation
Day, we congratulated them on their past
achievements and got them excited for their
forthcoming adventures!

Graduation Day!

Primary Section

Our Pre-Primary students had the time of their lives
dressing up as different animals and were
introduced to the diverse and enthralling world of
these creatures on Animal Kingdom Day!

Animal Kingdom!

Primary and Secondary
Events

With the arrival of new faces among our Primary
and Secondary students,  we gave their parents a
warm introduction to the school by giving them a
detailed and in-depth overview of the academic
years that await them moving forward! 

Orientation!



As our Class XII students bid goodbye to their
second home and set sail for new horizons, we
spent one final occasion together by
celebrating the legacy they leave behind with a
handcrafted video made by their juniors, words
of affection and encouragement by their class
teachers and riveting performances by the
students of Class XI!

Secondary Section

The flame to emerge from the board exams with
flying colours was set within our Class X and XII
students as they were showered with blessings
of deep-rooted love and encouragement from
the Principal and teachers in a sacred
ceremony that recited and emphasized on the
ancient scriptures of knowledge and wisdom.

Blessing Ceremony

Farewell Ceremony



Know your teacher!

After completing my graduation in
Commerce i.e. B.Com, I pursued a

degree in Bachelor of Library science
(B.Lisc). Thereafter I completed my

Masters in Library Science (M.Lisc) from
the Madurai Kamraj University Distance

Learning programme.

Q.1  What was your path towards
becoming a librarian?

A library is a platform that helps in
shaping a child’s future by introducing
them to various genres of books, this

makes it likely that there will be
something that interests them. The
more that children are interested in

reading books, the more likely it is that
they will learn and be well educated.

Q.2 How do you view the importance
of the role that a library plays in a

child’s life?

Dr. Seuss once wrote, "The more that you
read, the more things you will know. The

more that you learn, the more places you'll
go." Diving into a good book opens up a

whole world of knowledge. It is never too
late to develop a reading habit. In the

beginning, it is quite possible that you find
yourself disinterested in reading. However,

you will gradually start liking books. The
library is a place where you can find a

variety of books on different subjects and
topics. Begin with small stories, or books

that contain pictorial facts and information.
Think about your interests and you will

definitely find many resources related to it.

Q.3 What would your message be as
a librarian to your young readers? 

Miss. Sangita

Upadhyay
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